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* Ed. Note: By "nominal church" we must understand the term as referring to those
churches who were not zealous in following plain biblical precepts concerning
church doctrine.  And in the context of this current use, the doctrine of Salvation. 
Although the author does not mention any other groups, “nominal church” must be
taken in contrast to those churches who did continue in sound doctrine from the time
of Christ on down to the time of the Reformation.  The author’s references to the
Reformation and especially the language used in those references lead one in the
direction of a belief in the Universal Church, which is, of course, unscriptural.  He
alludes to the Reformation as being the time when the doctrine of Justification was
once again practiced and taught by the Reformers in “the church” rather than in “the
churches”.  Unfortunately this leads one to the idea that there was (and is) but one
“church” and that it was “reformed” and that justification was one of the main
precepts intertwined with that Reformation.
    There are several problems with that thought which are obviously unscriptural;
and, in addition, it ignores the fact of those millions of Christians who never held
allegiance to nor were in any way associated with the Catholic (Universal) Church. 
In fact, those independent Christians were slaughtered by the millions by the
Catholic Church because they refused to join in with the unscriptural Catholic
Church.  And when the Reformation came to pass, then the Reformers likewise
slaughtered the independent Christians who would not join one of their “Reformed”
Catholic Churches.  Which is what all Protestant Churches really are- Reformed
Catholic Churches- that merely call themselves by different names.  Names such as
Lutherans, Presbyterians, etc., and their offshoots that can be named as various
major and minor groups today.  (Methodists, Pentecostals, Assemblies of God, and,
yes, even Baptist groups such as the Southern Baptists that have declared
themselves to be Protestants, as well as all of the other Protestant denominations and
groups.)  All of these are merely Reformed Catholic Churches.
    Therefore, we must take the author’s references and implications with a measure
of caution.  His statements about justification and how the doctrine was one of the
central points around which the Reformation was initiated are quite acceptable.  So
we can use his statements in this section quite well in that limited context but we
cannot accept his Universal Church allusions which are only made because of his
ignoring of the independent groups that held to the true, biblical, doctrine of
justification that were never part of Catholicism nor part of the Reformation but
have always existed apart from both.  And not only existed apart from both the
Catholics and the Protestants but actually predated both.  (Refer to our class on
“The Church”, which is a prerequisite course to this current course.)
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Ed. Note: This should read "lose rewards" or else clarify that it is only the Old Testament "holy" that are being referred to here.  The NT saints cannot be included because the bible doctrine of Eternal Security guarantees that the NT "holy" or, as we would say, "the saved" or “born again” by acceptance of Christ and His death, burial, and resurrection, cannot "perish" in the sense given here.  They are kept “secure” in their Salvation, by God and through Christ and, therefore, cannot “perish”.  They will, however, suffer a loss of rewards if they sin.
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See the Ed. Note on the next page.



Ed. Note: The origin of evil is easily understood if one truly believes in the
biblical teaching of “free will.”  God gave to man and angels, actually angels
first, that thing called “free will.”  The angel that we know as Satan used his free
will to conceive of usurpation of God’s authority.  He wanted to exalt his throne
above that of God; i.e., make himself the supreme authority, to be the most high. 
This exercise of free will by Satan and the angels that followed him in his
rebellious quest, which was a misuse of free will, brought evil into the creation
in the spiritual realm.  He, Satan, then brought that evil of disobedience to earth
and presented it to mankind, who then willingly, by exercise of his own free
will, chose the evil and, thereby, ensconced evil into the very fabric of the
physical creation.  Although the devil brought evil to the creation, it was
mankind that made it a part of the creation by his misuse of his free will.  This
he did when Adam chose disobedience rather than obedience to the expressed
command of God.  Remember, for Adam’s wilful sin the creation is cursed, not
because of the sin of Eve.
    Thus, it is easy to see that God did not create evil.  He did give men and
angels free will, which in itself is a good thing but which, by its very definition,
is a thing that can be exercised in a good way or a bad way, but it was the misuse
of that good thing by both angels and men that brought evil into the two halves,
the spiritual and physical, of the creation of God.  Yes, God knew beforehand
what men and angels would do with that thing called free will.  But He also
knew that the angels had the ability, and in Adam we also had the ability, to use
it in a good way.  His knowing that we would not do so is why Christ was the
lamb slain from before the foundation of the world to reconcile erring mankind
to Himself and why hell and the lake of fire were created for the devil and his
angels- for whom no provision of reconciliation was provided.  Only those
duped into evil were provided a Reconciler, while those who invented evil were
not.
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Ed. Note: The bible doctrine of Eternal Security, which you studied earlier, negates the possibility that any saved person can "fall away and perish".  Therefore, we must conclude that this point and much of the discussion that follows in defense of it, is in error.   This section has been left in for continuity of the book but the students are warned of it falsity.
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Ed. Note: One of the problems that cause belief that the believer can "fall away and perish" is the misapplication of scriptures and teachings relating strictly to saints of God, usually Israel, in the Old Testament to the New Testament Christian.  This is, as I said, an error; and it is an error because the OT saints were under a different dispensation than the NT saints.  The doctrine of Eternal Security is a New Testament doctrine, not one of the Old Testament.  Therefore, to apply OT scriptures and teachings that concerned only those OT saints to NT saints will lead to many errors, including the one currently under discussion.
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Ed. Note: Much has been said in this section of apostasy.  Unfortunately it is predicated on the false assumption that an apostate is someone who is saved, and then falls away.  This is not the true definition of the word, based upon biblical teachings.  An apostate is someone who falls from "religion" not from their salvation.  Their very apostasy shows that they only had religion, not Christ.  They did not fall from their Salvation, they fell away from their religion.  They may have professed Christ but they did not possess Christ.
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Ed. Note: Again, the mistake is made of equating those who "professed religion" with those who "accept Christ" as though they were the same and that Salvation is contingent upon "religion" exactly as it is upon "Christ".
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Ed. Note: Again a misapplication of scripture.  The misapplication here is that of continued obedience (perseverance of the saints) as a predicate to the continued Salvation of one's soul; when it actually is speaking of rewards for faithfulness- not loss of Salvation.




